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Introduction
By the mid-2000s, Local 151 had relinquished to its parent union,
Chicago & Midwest Regional Joint Board (“Chicago Midwest”), the
local‟s status as the Continental employees‟ §9(a) representative. Local
151 had ceased functioning. Its nominal president, Barbara Lipsey,
testified that she became a “nobody.”1 By dealing only with Chicago
Midwest, Continental effectively recognized that union. Chicago
Midwest left UNITE HERE in 2009, but otherwise did not significantly
change. It therefore retained its §9(a) status. After the UNITE HERE
split, Continental denied plant access and refused to remit checked-off
dues, to process grievances, and to furnish information. Continental
therefore violated §8(a)(5).
Administrative Law Judge Paul Bogas decided that Local 151
sufficiently functioned so as to retain its §9(a) status and that
Continental never recognized Chicago Midwest. He also decided that
Chicago Midwest, at least after the UNITE HERE split, did not serve as
Local 151‟s servicing agent. The ALJ erred (1) by discounting the facts
showing that Chicago Midwest was the §9(a) representative, (2) by
1

Tr.160.

1

permitting Continental to challenge Chicago Midwest‟s §9(a) after it had
recognized Chicago Midwest for more than six months, and (3) by
finding that Chicago Midwest was never Local 151‟s servicing agent,
because this issue was neither alleged in the complaint nor litigated by
the parties.
Statement of Facts
Background
Since around 1960, Local 151, Laundry and Dry Cleaning
International Union (LDCIU) was the §9(a) representative for a
production unit Continental‟s Kalamazoo, MI commercial laundry.
Barbara Lipsey was Local 151‟s president – a paid position – for many
years, and Viola Smith and Ollie Walker also served as union officials.
All were unit employees. Local 151 paid Bob Inman – a Teamsters
business agent – to function as its servicing representative. He assisted
with contract negotiations and grievance handling.2
In October 2002, LDCIU affiliated with UNITE, which represented
many other commercial laundry workers around the country. Under the

2

Decision, 2.
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merger agreement “LDCIU and all of its affiliated Locals . . . bec[a]me
permanently affiliated with UNITE.”3
More reorganizations followed. By February 2003, Local 151
affiliated with UNITE‟s Chicago & Central States Joint Board. In May
2004, Chicago & Central States merged with UNITE‟s Midwest Regional
Joint Board to form Charging Party Chicago Midwest.4 In July 2004,
UNITE merged with the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees
International Union to form UNITE HERE. In March 2009, almost all
of the former UNITE affiliates – including Chicago Midwest – left
UNITE HERE to form Workers United, which soon affiliated with
SEIU.5
The newly HERE-dominated UNITE HERE initially challenged the
secession.6 But in July 2010, SEIU and UNITE HERE settled the
dispute. In the settlement, UNITE HERE acknowledged that almost all

3

Decision 3; JX2.
Decision, 3.
5 Decision, 3, 5; JX24, p.2.
6 E.g., Decision, 6.
4
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laundry employees – including those employed by Continental – stayed
with Workers United.7
Chicago Midwest represented the unit employees.
By 2005, Local 151 did not function. Chicago Midwest was
performing all representative functions. And Continental recognized
Chicago Midwest.
Local 151 ceased functioning.


Local 151 held no membership meetings.8



It conducted no elections.9



It has had neither bank accounts nor funds.10



It retained only had one unpaid officer, Lipsey, who has
functioned only as a steward.11



Smith and Walker left their offices and were not replaced.12

Chicago Midwest took over contract negotiations.


Chicago Midwest representative Richard Monje led contract
negotiations.13

7

Selected pages are attached hereto. The settlement was reached after the ALJ
hearing closed. Chicago Midwest requests that the Board take administrative
notice of the settlement.
8 Decision, 4.
9 Id.
10 Id.
11 Id.
12 Id.
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Monje developed the bargaining proposals.14



Monje devised the bargaining strategy.15



Chicago Midwest representatives appointed employees to the
bargaining committee.16



Chicago Midwest staff conducted the ratification vote.17



Monje signed the contract for the union.18



Chicago Midwest paid negotiation expenses.19

Chicago Midwest took over contract administration.


Chicago Midwest “administered the collective-bargaining
agreement with the Respondent on a day-to-day basis.…”20



Chicago Midwest “investigated, filed, and pursued
grievances, met with employees at the plant, and met with
the Respondent to address employee concerns and discuss
the possible resolution of grievances.”21



Chicago Midwest “eclipsed Lipsey‟s role in the formal
grievance process”; Lipsey provided informal assistance to
unit employees in dealing with Continental, but, in the
formal grievance procedure, “Lipsey will, at most, help

13

Id.
Tr. 61.
15 Id.
16 Tr. 154-155.
17 Tr. 62-63.
18 JX7, p.35.
19 Decision, 5.
20 Id.
21 Id.
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prepare the grievance before referring the matter to” Chicago
Midwest representatives.22


Chicago Midwest paid contract administration expenses.23

Continental recognized Chicago Midwest. As detailed above,
Continental dealt practically exclusively with Chicago Midwest
representatives, and only minimally with Local 151 representatives. It
at no time questioned Chicago Midwest‟s status – until after the 2009
UNITE HERE split.
Argument

I.

Chicago Midwest is the §9(a) representative.
A.

Chicago Midwest became the employees’ §9(a)
representative by representing the employees.

Chicago Midwest performed all representative functions. It is
therefore the §9(a) representative.
An employer recognizes a union by bargaining with it. The Seventh
Circuit observed that “[b]argaining with a union is, of course, one of the
ways an employer can implicitly recognize a union.”24 The court cited

22

Decision, 4.
Decision, 5.
24 Operating Engineers, Local 150 v. NLRB, 361 F.3d 395, 400 (7 th Cir. 2004),
affirming Terracon, 339 NLRB 221 (2003) (no implicit recognition because
employer‟s discussions with union did not amount to bargaining).
23
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Lyon & Ryan Ford,25 in which a union demanded recognition as a
previously unorganized unit‟s §9(a) representative. There, the employer
implicitly recognized the union by its “acceptance and examination of
the proposed contract, … meeting with the Union on three separate
occasions, … [and] discussing and negotiating with the Union over the
terms of the proposed contract….”26
In Duquesne Light Co., as here, a new §9(a) representative replaced
the historically recognized representative. Several local unions, as joint
representatives, replaced the originally certified international as the
employees §9(a) representative because the employer dealt with the
locals, rather than with the international. The Board amended the
certification to substitute the locals for the international because the
locals had assumed all representational functions, although over 30
years, a much greater period of time than at issue here.27
But in a number of cases, over shorter periods, unions attained §9(a)
status – although jointly with the originally recognized unions – because

246 NLRB 1 (1979), enfd. 647 F.2d 745 (7 th Cir. 1981), cert. denied 454 U.S. 894
(1981).
26 246 NLRB at 4; see also discussion of Lyon & Ryan Ford in Operating Engineers,
361 F.3d at 401.
27 248 NLRB 1271, 1273 (1980).
25
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the employers dealt with them. In Kentucky Power Co., the Board
originally certified the international. Over only four years – the same
amount of time at issue here (2005-09) – the employer dealt with a local
ostensibly as the international‟s agent, and the local signed two
contracts as the international‟s agent. A system council – a
conglomeration of locals – administered the contracts. The system
council‟s constituent locals merged to form a new local. The Board
amended a certification to include the new local as, jointly with the
international, the employees‟ §9(a) representative “in order to reflect the
course of dealing between the parties.”28 See also BASF (international,
with originally certified local, the joint §9(a) representative because
international participated in contract negotiations and administration)29
and American Medical Response (employer unlawfully recognized
international, but local also liable because its maintenance and
enforcement of the contract demonstrated that it and the international
were joint representatives).30

213 NLRB 730, 732 (1974).
276 NLRB 498, 505 (1985).
30 335 NLRB 1176, 1178-79 (2001).
28
29
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B.

§10(b) bars Continental’s challenge to Chicago
Midwest’s §9(a) status.

Assuming for argument‟s sake that Continental‟s recognition of
Chicago Midwest was somehow unlawful, Continental waited too long to
challenge its §9(a) status. Section 10(b) requires a charge to be filed
within six months of the commission of an unfair labor practice.
Therefore, once the §10(b) period expires, nobody can challenge a
recognition for lack of majority support.
The six month period started running when Continental knew, or
should have known, that Chicago Midwest was exercising a full range of
bargaining responsibilities typical of a §9(a) representative, rather than
a restricted range typical of an agent.31 Once a party is “on notice of
facts that reasonably engender[] suspicion,”32 that party must “act to

31

See Goad Co., 333 NLRB 677 (2001) (employer did not violate §8(a)(5) by
refusing to bargain with union purporting to be a servicing agent when in fact
union sought to perform all representative functions).
32 Amalgamated Transit Union, Local Union No. 1433 (Phoenix Transit System),
335 NLRB 1263, fn.2 (2001) (employee filed dfr charge late; six month period,
during which employee should have filed charge, started when employee had
knowledge engendering suspicion that union violated dfr).
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establish or controvert” that suspicion.33 The obligation to act often
entails questioning the other party.34
Continental challenged Chicago Midwest‟s §9(a) status by, on March
17, 2009, demanding information to assuage its alleged confusion
concerning its employees‟ representative‟s identity.35 By October 2008,
six months before the challenge, Continental had been recognizing
Chicago Midwest for over three years.
Here, Continental should have suspected that Chicago Midwest was
exercising §9(a) authority well before 2008. Chicago Midwest staff
concluded a contract in 2005 and had been bargaining with Continental
over daily problems also since 2005. Continental then had the option of
clarifying Chicago Midwest‟s status,36 inquiring what limitations, if any,

33

Id., 1272.
Id. Compare, Morgan's Holiday Markets, 333 NLRB 837, 849 (2001), where a
union diligently sought information concerning a suspected violation.
35 Decision, 6.
36 Newell Porcelain Co., 307 NLRB 877 (1992) (employer did not violate §8(a)(5) by
refusing to bargain with international when international, to which §9(a) local had
recently affiliated, failed to clarify whether international was the §9(a)
representative or the local‟s agent); SEIU Local 250 (Assisted Care), 32-CB-5400
(Advice 6/28/02), text accompanying fn.24 (employer questioned whether unions
“maintain[ed] true principal agent relationships; employer was ultimately
unconvinced by unions‟ assertions, employer refused to deal with any union other
than the historic §9(a) representative). Compare Association of Apartment Owners
of the Royal Iolani, 292 NLRB 107, 108 (1988) (when employer was confused about
whether it should bargain with originally certified §9(a) representative or with
34
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restricted its authority, and declining to bargain with Chicago Midwest
if it determined that Chicago Midwest was attempting to function as a
§9(a) representative.37 Instead, Continental continued to recognize
Chicago Midwest. By March 2009, Continental could no longer
challenge Chicago Midwest‟s §9(a) status.
Section 10(b) is not a mere procedural technicality. As time passes,
workers become attached to the union in which they‟re actually involved
and that actually represents them. By, over time, accepting Chicago
Midwest‟s representation, “the unit employees also have sanctioned
[Chicago Midwest‟s] … established status … as their bargaining
representative….”38
C.

Chicago Midwest retained its §9(a) status
through the UNITE HERE split because it
underwent no significant changes.

Continental‟s obligation to bargain with Chicago Midwest continued
despite the March 2009 reorganization. An employer‟s obligation to
bargain continues post-reorganization unless the reorganization results
affiliated union asserting that it now represented the employees because of a unit
transfer, the employer “was under a duty, at the very least, of ascertaining whether
the „transfer‟ of jurisdiction to Local 555 had ever been consummated”).
37 Goad, 333 NLRB 677 (employer did not violate §8(a)(5) by refusing to bargain
with union to which §9(a) representative attempted to transfer its §9(a) status).
38 Duquesne Light Co., 248 NLRB at 1273.
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in “changes [that] are sufficiently dramatic to alter the union‟s
identity….”39 Where “the changes are so great that a new organization
comes into being,” that organization “should be required to establish its
status as a bargaining representative” as if it were newly organizing the
employees.40 In other words, a drastically changed organization must
establish anew its majority support through an election or otherwise.
Continuity is clearest when a union remains completely intact after
affiliating with – or disaffiliating from – a larger organization.41 Here,
the reorganization caused no changes in Chicago Midwest. Most
significantly, their officers remain the same. And Chicago Midwest

NLRB v. Financial Institution Employees, 475 U.S. 192, 206 (1986).
Raymond F. Kravis Center for the Performing Arts, 351 NLRB 143, 147 (2007),
enfd. 550 F.3d 1183 (D.C. Cir. 2008).
41 RTP Co., 323 NLRB 15 (1997) (formerly independent union sufficiently retained
continuity after becoming UAW local when executive board remained largely
unchanged, local retained its funds, and its officers “continue to be responsible …
for the day-to-day contract administration and grievance processing as well as the
formulation of proposals for, and the negotiation of, any successor agreement”); New
London Convalescent Home, 281 NLRB 893, 895 (1986), enfd. 815 F.2d 517 (2d Cir.
1987) (after National Union of Hospital and Health Care Employees disaffiliated
from the RWDSU, in the certified union, an NUHHCE affiliate, all “officers and
staff … remained in the same capacities,” affiliate representatives continued to
serve on the NUHHCE executive board, the affiliate‟s jurisdiction remained the
same, “methods for negotiation of collective-bargaining agreements and their
administration by the” affiliate remained the same, etc.); Avante at Boca Raton, 334
NLRB 381 (2001) (local union retained continuity when its parent union affiliated
with an international union).
39
40
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representatives continue to assist the same shop floor leadership in
negotiating and administering contracts.

II.

The ALJ’s holding that Chicago Midwest was not a
servicing agent should be disavowed because the matter
was neither alleged in the complaint nor litigated.
The ALJ held that Chicago Midwest “was [not] an agent of the

collective-bargaining representative for purposes of compliance with any
terms or conditions of the collective-bargaining agreement.”42 That
Chicago Midwest was a servicing agent was neither alleged in the
complaint nor at the hearing. In fact, Continental, in its brief to the
ALJ, emphasized that this matter was not at issue. Continental wrote
that its “alleged obligation to bargain with the Joint Board cannot be
established by any purported agency relationship with Local 151.
…[T]he Joint Board is alleging that it has a direct and exclusive 9(a)
relationship, not an assumed bargaining relationship as the agent of
Local 151.”43 The ALJ therefore erred by holding that Chicago Midwest
was not a servicing agent.

42
43

Decision, 15.
Post-Hearing Brief of Respondent Continental Linen Services, Inc., p.35.
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Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above, Continental violated §8(a)(5).
Respectfully submitted,
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Dated: November 11, 2010
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Certificate of Service
I certify that Chicago Midwest‟s exceptions and supporting brief were
served this day by electronic mail on Counsel for General Counsel A.
Bradley Howell and on Counsel for Continental David M. Buday.

Ira Jay Katz
Counsel for Chicago Midwest
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